DWA 1100

The comprehensive system offers eight wireless and robust camera CCD sensors with lightweight wheel clamps to support a four-wheel alignment system. The design is state-of-the-art electronics with efficient software to align the vehicle without any excessive key-closures. Efficiency coupled with a flexible alignment path reduces time spent on vehicle.
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**ARGOS Inspired Software & Design**

**24.5” Clamping Range**

**30+ Year Vehicle Database**

**Industrial Computer**

**WIFI Antenna**

**Ergonomic Design**

---

**Standard Accessories**

- Rim Clamp: 4/OWH4130
- Grips/Pins: 4/OWH7503
- Brake Pedal Depressor: 754010479
- Steering Wheel Holder: 754010478
- Bungie Cord: 21/DW71463

---

**Optional Accessories**

- Vin Code Scanner: GET4430
- Turn Plates: 1300025140P
- Slip Plates: 1300020407
- Wheel Clamp Extensions: 4/OWH75903

---

**CONTACT**

CEMB USA - BL Systems Inc.
2873 Ramsey Road, Gainesville, GA 30501
(678) 717-1050 - sales@cebmb-usa.com
www.cemb-usa.com

---

**Power Supply:** 110V, 1ph
**Wheel Clamps:** 12” - 24.5”
**Shipping Weight:** 350 lbs. (158 kg)